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vPods To fill remove the silicone safety tab at
the top, remove the top & fill in the right or left
hole (avoiding the center hole) and replace the
top. Be sure the top is securely seated.
Each vPod can be refilled
≈4-6 times depending on
use. Replace when there
is little or no vapor or a
burnt taste is present.

Charging Dock When you insert a battery in the charging dock, a soft pulsing glow will let you
know it is checking for battery life & safety status. The battery LED will display a solid color while
charging. It will be green when fully charged, blue when 25%+ charged and red when there is no
or little charge. If there is an error, it will blink red. It can be charged in either direction.

vBar Battery Your vBar can be charged with the supplied charging dock OR the charging case. It
can be charged in either direction to make charging easier. The LED will blink 3 times if there is a
short circuit. If the LED flashes twice this means there is a connection error with the vPod. To prevent
overheating and failure, the LED will blink 5 times. If this happens simply wait for a minute before
using. If there is no or low power the LED will blink red 10 times.
Battery Charging Case To charge the case, connect the supplied usb cable to the port on the side
of the case then connect to your power source of choice (wall charger, computer, etc). The 4 small
LED lights on the left show remaining power - each LED represents 25%. While charging the lights
will stay on & the led on the right will blink while charging - when charging is complete they will turn
off. When resting, the LED lights will turn off, then back on when you open the case (when there is a
battery inserted). You can carry a spare pod on the left side of the case ≈ 500 puffs on the go.
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Precautions Keep away from children. If the battery leaks or other abnormalities stop using and
contacts us immediately. Store at room temperate and avoid excessive heat. The unit contains
microprocessors that will prevent the unit from functioning if damaged. Please remove the vPod if
not in use for a long period (more than 48 hours). Our vBar system has been
designed to function properly with the quality liquids found on our website.
Overuse will cause overheating - Please allow the unit to cool if it gets too warm.

